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Structured Plasma Sheet Thinning Observed by Galileo and 1984-129
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On December 8, 1990, the Galileo spacecraft used the Earth for a gravity assist on its way to Jupiter. Its tr
ajectory was such that it crossed geosynchronous orbit at approximately local midnight between 1900 and 200
0 UT. At the same time, spacecraft 1984-129 was also located at geosynchronous orbit near local midnight. S
everal flux dropout events were observed when the two spacecraft were in the near-Earth plasma sheet in th
e same local time sector. Flux dropout events are associated with plasma sheet thinning in the near-Earth tail d
uring the growth phase of substorms. This period is unique in that Galileo provided a rapid radial profile of the
 near-Earth plasma sheet while 1984-129 provided an azimuthal profile. With measurements from these two s
pacecraft we can distinguish between spatial structures and temporal changes. Our observations confirm that 
the geosynchronous flux dropout events are consistent with plasma sheet thinning which changes the spacecra
ft’s magnetic connection from the trapping region to the more distant plasma sheet. However, for this period, t
hinning occurred on two spatial and temporal scales. The geosynchronous dropouts were highly localized phe
nomena of ≈30 min duration superimposed on a more global reconfiguration of the tail lasting approximately 4
 hours.

Background

The primary mission of the Galileo spacecraft is the inve
stigation of the magnetosphere and atmosphere of Jupiter. 
However, two Earth flyby gravity assists provide opportuni
ties to apply Galileo’s instruments to the investigation of t
he Terrestrial magnetosphere. The “Galileo Earth"1” flyby t
ook place on December 8, 1990. Galileo’s trajectory is sho
wn in Figure 1. Galileo entered the Earth’s magnetosphere i
n the distant tail, rapidly flew toward the Earth, crossed geos
ynchronous orbit near local midnight, passed the Earth, and 
exited the magnetosphere in the prenoon sector. Figures 2 a
nd 3 show the trajectories of Galileo and geosynchronous sp
acecraft 1984-129 during the period of closest approach, bet
ween 1700 and 2000 UT. Figure 2 is a local time plot which 
shows that Galileo came from the tail toward the Earth while
 1984-129 made an azimuthal pass through local midnight a
t geosynchronous orbit. The universal time (in hours) for ea
ch spacecraft is given next to the large dots. Galileo crossed
 geosynchronous orbit shortly after 1900 UT when 1984-12
9 was at nearly the same local time. Figure 3 shows the traje
ctories as a function of Z-GSM and radius. In these coordinate
s the geosynchronous spacecraft 1984-129 remains essentia
lly motionless. Also shown are the field line traces through 
1984-129 according to the Tsyganenko [1989] field model f
or three levels of activity, Kp"= 0, 2, and >4+ (which is its 
most stretched configuration). We see that 1984-129 and Ga
lileo were on opposite sides of the magnetic equator and that
 both were nearly equidistant from the model magnetic equat
orial plane. (Exact symmetry would be obtained at the point 
in the northern hemisphere where the three field line traces f
or various Kp intersect.) 

This unique conjunction of spacecraft allows us to exami
ne the radial and azimuthal profiles of the inner edge of the p
lasma sheet simultaneously. Such observations would be int
eresting under any circumstances. But, as we shall see below
, the conjunction took place during a series of flux dropout e
vents. Flux dropout events are commonly observed at geosy
nchronous orbit [Lezniak and Winckler, 1970; Bogott and 

Mozer, 1974; Walker et al., 1978; Baker et al., 1979; Belia
n et al., 1981]. The term refers to the near disappearance of e
nergetic particle fluxes measured by a satellite detector. Typ
ically, over a period of approximately one half hour, fluxes 
of particles with energies greater than several tens of keV wi
ll decrease from their normal levels to near or below the dete
ction threshold. Electron and proton fluxes usually decrease 
simultaneously. Energetic particle flux dropouts may be obs
erved on the dayside as a result of magnetopause crossings b
ut they are more typically observed near local midnight in a
ssociation with the growth phase of a substorm [Sauvaud an
d Winckler, 1980].

The standard interpretation of flux dropout events is that 
they are a consequence of thinning of the near-Earth plasma 
sheet (where the “near-Earth plasma sheet” includes the oute
r trapping and quasi-trapping regions) [Hones et al., 1967, 
1973; Baker et al., 1981; Baker and McPherron, 1990; Lui, 
1991]. The changes which produce dropouts are illustrated s
chematically in Figure 4. The three field lines drawn show th
e rotation of the local field and the changing magnetic conn
ection produced as the plasma sheet thins from a dipolelike 
configuration to a taillike one. The shaded band in Figure 4 r
epresents a gradient of the energetic particle fluxes with dar
ker shading representing higher fluxes although, in reality, 
the gradient is expected to be steepest in the trapping bound
ary rather than smooth as drawn. During the growth phase of
 a substorm the cross-tail current intensifies. This additional
 current distorts the field lines such that they appear more co
mpressed in the Z direction or more stretched in the X directi
on. As a consequence, a spacecraft which is not on the magn
etic equator becomes magnetically connected to points incre
asingly further downtail. As the spacecraft becomes magneti
cally connected to weaker and weaker fluxes of energetic par
ticles, a flux dropout is observed. When there is a gradient i
n the fluxes of both protons and electrons, a dropout will be 
observed in both the proton and electron measurements. Wh
en the field dipolarizes, the fluxes return to their previous le
vels. If there has been any energization of the particles, the
n fluxes return to a higher level, and the event is termed a su
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bstorm injection [e.g., Arnoldy and Chan, 1969; McIlwain, 
1974].

Although flux dropouts have been studied extensively, it 
is exceptional to have two spacecraft simultaneously on the 
midnight meridian in positions where the phenomenon sho
uld be observable. The fortuitous two spacecraft observation
s reported here allowed us to differentiate between spatial str
uctures and temporal changes and revealed some unexpected 
features.

Observations

Instruments

Spacecraft 1984-129 was one of a continuously operatin
g constellation of three geosynchronous spacecraft that carr
ied Los Alamos charged particle analyzer (CPA) instruments 
from 1976 to the present. The CPA includes two instrument 
subsystems for measuring “low-energy” electrons (LoE) and 
“low-energy” protons (LoP). The LoE sub-system consists o
f five telescopes that measure electrons in six nested energy 
channels. The low-energy thresholds of those six channels 
are 30, 45, 65, 95, 140, and 200 keV. All share a common h
igh-energy limit of 300 keV. The LoP subsystem has 10 cha
nnels with thresholds of 72, 91, 104, 125, 153, 190, 235, 
292, 365, and 475 keV. The common upper energy limit is 
573 keV. Although both instruments have 256 ms resolutio
n, throughout this paper we will use 10-s spin-averaged and 
1-min-averaged data. The spin axis points toward the Earth, 
so data averaged over one spin and all telescopes are also av
eraged over the unit sphere. Differential energy measuremen
ts are obtained from the nested energy measurements by subt
racting adjacent channels. More information on the CPA det
ectors can be found in the paper by Higbie et al. [1978]. 

The two other geosynchronous spacecraft with Los Alam
os instruments which were operational at that time were 
1987-097, which also carried a CPA package, and 1989-046
, which carried the synchronous orbit particle analyzer (SOP
A). SOPA is a new generation of energetic particle analyzers
. It returns data similar to those from the CPA but has somew
hat different energy limits [Belian et al., 1992].

The Galileo spacecraft carries a complement of field and 
particle instruments. In this study we have used data from th
e flux gate magnetometer (described in detail by Kivelson et 
al. [1992]) and the energetic particle detector (EPD) [Willia
ms et al., 1992]. The low-energy magnetospheric measurem
ent system (LEMMS) of the Galileo energetic particle detect
or measures electrons and protons in the same energy range 
as the CPA LoE and LoP instruments. The channels of intere
st to this study are the A0-A5 channels, which measure prot
ons in differential energy bins with energies of 22-42, 42-6
5, 65-120, 120-280, 280-515, and 515-825 keV, and the E0
-E3 and F0 channels, which measure electrons in differential
 energy bins with energies of 15-29, 29-42, 42-55, 55-93, a
nd 
93-188"keV. In this study we use spin-averaged LEMMS dat
a. The spin period of Galileo is approximately 20 s. In order
 to obtain full unit sphere coverage the EPD is also articulate
d with respect to the spin plane. A stepper motor moves the 

sensors in the plane containing the spin axis after each spin
. When the particle distribution is not isotropic, this adds a 
modulation to the EPD data which has not been removed. Alt
hough the number of steps is controllable, during the Earth"
1 flyby the modulation period is approximately 200 s.

Geosynchronous Observations

Figure 5 shows 1-min averages of the energetic electron f
luxes for the three geosynchronous spacecraft between 1700
 and 2100 UT. As we have seen, 1984-129 was in the midnig
ht sector. Its longitude was 69°E. Spacecraft 1987-097 was a
t 8°E, so it was located near dusk, and 1989-046 was at 165°
W, which put it near dawn. Local times are given at the top o
f each panel, and universal time is shown at the bottom of th
e figure. Only selected energies are plotted. For 1989-046 th
e plotted electron energies are 50-75, 75-105, and 105-150 
keV. For 1987-097 and 1984-129 they are 30-45, 45-65, 65
-95, and 95-140 keV. 

The most obvious feature in these data is the dramatic ser
ies of flux dropouts and recoveries seen at spacecraft 1984-1
29. The first dropout began at approximately 1730 UT. A pa
rtial recovery occurred at 1759 UT, and a more complete reco
very at 1811 UT. When the fluxes recovered at 1811 UT, the
y did not recover to their pre-event levels and, in fact, conti
nued to decline gradually after recovery. At 1912 UT a secon
d geosynchronous dropout began. The dropout reintensified 
at 1927 UT and recovered at 1941 UT. Again the recovery wa
s not complete and showed evidence of a continued overall d
ecline. A recovery which brought fluxes to levels above thei
r predropout values was not seen until 2053 UT. At 2100 UT 
the data stream from 1984-129 was interrupted but data from 
the other two spacecraft (not shown) indicate a moderate-int
ensity dispersed injection. (This data gap and the one prior t
o 1930 UT for spacecraft 1987-097 occurred because the spa
cecraft were not tracked at those times.) During the 4-hour in
terval shown, the spacecraft moved 60°. Therefore the positi
on of spacecraft 1987-097 at 2100 UT was approximately th
e same as the position of spacecraft 1984-129 at 1700 UT. 
No dropout was observed by 1987-097 either before or after 
2100 UT (data not shown), so by 2100 UT the sequence of e
vents may have been over. These flux dropouts were only ob
served in the midnight local time sector, as is expected for p
lasma sheet thinning in the substorm growth phase. 

Although we saw flux recoveries at 1984-129, we did not 
see evidence of injections in the sense of flux enhancements
. That is, the fluxes returned to their pre-event levels but did 
not exceed them. This observation is confirmed by the data f
rom spacecraft 1989-046, which lay to the east of 1984-129
. Any electrons injected on the appropriate drift shell near m
idnight would have drifted to 1989-046. Careful examinatio
n of the high time resolution electron data from 1989-046 re
veals small flux changes with dispersion which is consisten
t with onset times of 1759, 1811, and 1844 UT, but it is cle
ar from Figure"5 that there was no significant injection of a 
new population of energetic particles associated with these f
lux dropouts and recoveries. Although this is not typical be
havior for a substorm, it is by no means uncommon [e.g., W
alker et al., 1978]. We also note that although there was no 
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significant injection on the geosynchronous drift shell, the
se observations do not exclude the possibility of an injectio
n on either higher or lower drift shells.

Galileo Energetic Particle Observations

Figure 6 shows several electron channels from the LEM
MS detector on Galileo. The large variability in these data is
 also indicative of the level of disturbance of the plasma she
et during this period. From the beginning of the interval to 
about 1917"UT, Galileo encountered the very disturbed plas
ma sheet or the plasma sheet boundary layer. Spectra from t
he University of Iowa plasma analyzer (L. A. Frank, persona
l communication, 1992) confirm that Galileo did not enter t
he lobes during this interval. After 1917 UT, Galileo was in
side geosynchronous orbit and measured the relatively undis
turbed radiation belt region. 

The interval plotted in Figure 6 began with Galileo meas
uring a burst of elevated electron fluxes which ended around 
1711 UT. Fluxes remained at nearly constant or slowly decre
asing levels until 1748 UT. Fluxes then dropped, rose, and d
ropped again before 1759 UT, when a more sustained burst o
f electrons was observed, particularly in the higher energies
. The burst decayed with a generally ramplike signature until
 another burst of electrons was observed between approxima
tely 1811 and 1820 UT. The three narrower spikes around 18
30 UT last at most one or two spins and occurred periodicall
y. These spikes are related to the stepping of the look direct
ion of the instrument after each spin (as described in the pre
vious section) and are the signatures of a strong directional 
anisotropy in the electrons.

At 1841 UT the overall characteristics of the fluxes chan
ged abruptly. Between 1841 and 1917 UT the fluxes were hi
ghly variable and showed no steady trend. At 1917 UT the fl
uxes rose abruptly, and after that time a smooth radial profil
e of the radiation belts was observed.

Galileo Magnetometer Observations 

Figure 7 shows the Galileo magnetometer measurements 
[Kivelson et al., 1992, 1993]. The top four panels show the 
three components of the field (GSM coordinates) and the field
 magnitude from 1700 to 2000 UT. The bottom panel shows 
the inclination angle, q, where q=0° for a field which is enti
rely in the Z-GSM direction and q=90° for a purely radial field
. After 1900 UT the field components are plotted twice on tw
o different scales. The left-hand scale allows the variations i
n the tail field to be seen, while the right-hand scale is comp
ressed by a factor of 10 so that the stronger field closer to th
e Earth can be plotted.

Between 1700 and 1748 UT, Galileo was near the neutral 
sheet and crossed it several times, as indicated by a change i
n sign of Bx. After 1748 UT, Galileo was firmly in the north
ern hemisphere (Bx>0) and measured strong taillike fields (q
≈90°). From 1748 to 1811 UT the magnetic field magnitude 
and the Galileo electron fluxes were anticorrelated: both the 
broader maximums and minimums at ≈1751 and ≈1755 UT a
nd the narrow flux peaks/field dips at 1800 and 1804 UT. Int
erestingly, at 1811 UT, when the geosynchronous fluxes rec

overed and the Galileo electrons showed another peak, there 
was no significant change in the field magnitude or directio
n. In particular, there was no rotation of the field to a more d
ipolelike geometry (which would be seen as a decrease in q.)

From ≈1805 to 1841 UT the field magnitude increased ste
adily. At 1841 UT the field strength decreased abruptly, with
out rotation, and from 1841 to 1917 UT the magnetic field w
as much more variable, showing both X and Y perturbations
. After Galileo entered the radiation belt region, the magneti
c field, like the particles, showed the smooth profile expect
ed in the inner magnetosphere.

Geosynchronous and Galileo Comparisons

It is the period prior to 1920 UT, when Galileo was in the
 near-Earth plasma sheet, that is the subject of this paper. S
pecifically, how do the fluxes at Galileo compare to those at
 1984-129? Figure 8 shows a comparison of fluxes measured
 by 1984-129 (shaded line) and Galileo (solid line) for simil
ar energy bands. The top panel shows a comparison of electr
on fluxes, and the bottom panel shows a comparison of the 
proton fluxes. For the protons we summed three CPA energy
 channels to approximate a single LEMMS channel. The dat
a are all plotted on the same scale with no offsets. 

It is apparent from Figure 8 that, throughout this interval
, the flux variations at Galileo and at 1984-129 were very po
orly correlated. It is instructive not only to compare the geo
synchronous and Galileo fluxes but also to compare the elec
tron and proton fluxes observed by each spacecraft. Both lo
ng time scale and short time scale variations are observed, a
nd from those we identify three intervals of primary interest
.

The first event of interest is the dropout of protons and el
ectrons seen at 1984-129 from ≈1730 to 1811 UT. The prot
on fluxes begin to decline somewhat earlier than the electro
n fluxes, due to the difference in energies rather than in parti
cle species. This dropout event was not observed in the Gali
leo data. In fact, when the lowest fluxes were observed at ge
osynchronous orbit, enhanced electron fluxes were observed
 by Galileo. In contrast, the Galileo proton fluxes showed n
o variation during this event. Note that when the 1984-129 
fluxes are at their lowest levels for this first dropout event t
hey are nearly equal to the fluxes measured by Galileo. This i
s true for all energies and for both species (data not shown). 

The second interval of interest to this study is the period 
between 1841 and 1917:30 UT when the Galileo electron an
d proton fluxes showed large-amplitude and frequent variatio
ns. During this period the Galileo electron and proton fluxes
 track each other quite closely. Particularly striking are the f
lux peaks at ≈1854 UT and ≈1908 UT (or, the minimums whi
ch follow them). The geosynchronous electron and proton fl
uxes show little variation other than a gradual decline. Galil
eo was inside of 10 RE during this period, so it is of interest 
to know why the flux variations at the two spacecraft are so 
poorly correlated.

The third interval of interest is the period of closest appr
oach of the two spacecraft. The crossover occurred at 1917:3
0 UT ± 30 s for all measured electron energies. The proton fl
uxes in Figure 8 crossed at approximately 1920 UT. Howeve
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r, the proton fluxes were noisier than the electron fluxes, an
d for protons the fluxes at different energies crossed at differ
ent times. Still, the proton fluxes at all energies (data not sh
own) are consistent with a crossover at 1917 UT ± 5 min. At
 1917:20 UT, 1984-129 was at GSM position (-6.068, 0.049
, -2.616), and at 1917:32, Galileo was at GSM position (-6.2
095, 0.2347, -0.1655). Thus Galileo was at a radial distance
 of 6.22"RE and 1984-129 was at 6.63 RE. The angular separ
ation between the two spacecraft in the GSM equatorial plane 
was a mere 2.5°. 

The period of closest approach would be interesting in it
self, but it is made more interesting by the presence of a sec
ond geosynchronous flux dropout event. At ≈1912 UT and ≈
1913 UT, respectively, the Galileo and 1984-129 electron fl
uxes decreased sharply. The Galileo proton fluxes show a sm
all but less significant dip. The 1984-129 proton fluxes beg
an decreasing earlier and decreased more gradually, as was th
e case for the first geosynchronous dropout event. Also the 
1984-129 protons fluxes apparently didn’t decrease much in
 this dropout event. That is misleading though. The apparen
t shallow depth of the geosynchronous proton dropout is du
e to the fact that the fluxes were already near their threshold 
level. (The lowest geosynchronous proton fluxes plotted are
 at the one count per minute level, and the zero count per mi
nute values have not been plotted.) What is remarkable is th
at, while 1984-129 saw the continued deepening of the drop
out, after 1917:30 UT Galileo saw no evidence of it: only th
e smooth profile of the radiation belts.

Analysis

The First Geosynchronous Dropout

The standard interpretation of geosynchronous flux drop
outs is that they result from a combination of plasma sheet t
hinning and radial gradients of energetic particle fluxes (as d
iscussed earlier and illustrated in Figure 4). For a satellite lo
cated off the magnetic equator there are two main consequenc
es of plasma sheet thinning: a rotation of the local magneti
c field direction and a mapping of that field line to a differen
t downtail distance. Is this model consistent with our observ
ations? If the tail were in a steady state, then we could deter
mine the radial gradient directly from the Galileo observatio
ns at different radial distances. This was not the case. Nevert
heless, for both electrons and protons and for all energies, t
he fluxes measured by Galileo when it was outside geosynch
ronous orbit were consistently less than or equal to the fluxe
s measured by 1984-129 at geosynchronous orbit. Thus the 
radial gradients were present in the tail as required if the drop
outs measured by 1984-129 are interpreted as the signature o
f mapping to a lower flux region in the tail. 

What about field rotation? The geosynchronous spacecra
ft do not carry magnetometers, but it is possible to infer a m
agnetic field direction from particle data. This is done by fitt
ing the 256-ms resolution data from all five telescopes of th
e CPA to a single pitch angle distribution using an optimiza
tion technique. The symmetry axis of the distribution is ass
umed to be the magnetic field direction. The magnitude, of c
ourse, cannot be estimated by this method. For spacecraft 1

984-129, at 1700 UT, just prior to the dropout, the field was
 inclined 41° with respect to the Earth’s rotation axis. By 17
16"UT the inclination reached 44°, and by 1738 UT it increa
sed further to 56° (based on 1-min averages of the data). We 
see then that the field had become more taillike which is con
sistent with the thinning scenario. After 1740 UT the fluxes
 at 1984-129 became too low to give enough statistics to de
termine a symmetry axis (T. E. Cayton, personal communic
ation, 1992). However, it is likely that after 1740"UT the fi
eld became even more taillike. Likewise, we cannot say whe
ther the field became more dipolelike at the flux recovery be
cause the fluxes were too low and too isotropic to determine 
a symmetry axis.

The geosynchronous dropout events are also associated 
with substorm activity, as expected. Spacecraft 1984-129 w
as at longitude 69.17°, and at 1811 UT its nominal magnetic
 foot point was at 69.66° latitude. Magnetometer data from 
Dixon (latitude 73.55°, longitude 80.50°) and Tixie Bay (lat
itude 71.21°, longitude 129.00°) confirm the presence of su
bstorm activity. From 1700 UT to approximately 2110 UT (
data not shown) a sequence of small (<100 nT) magnetic bay
s was seen at both stations. (A larger, ≈275-nT bay began at
 2110 UT at Dixon.) Evidence of substorm activity at the rec
overy of the first geosynchronous dropout was also found in
 data from the Galileo plasma wave instrument, which showe
d a distinct burst of auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) at 18
11 UT (A. Roux, personal communication, 1992). Pi"2 sign
atures were also seen in ground magnetograms at that time (
V."Angelopoulos, personal communication, 1992). Hence 
we find that the geosynchronous flux dropout observations 
are consistent with the standard picture of a substorm-associ
ated thinning of the plasma sheet combined with a radial gra
dient of energetic particle flux.

Galileo Fluxes 1700-1841 UT

From Figure 8 we see that the thinning of the inner edge 
of the plasma sheet which produced the dropout at geosynch
ronous orbit around 1730 UT did not produce a similar signa
ture at Galileo which was 13-15 RE downtail. The most com
parable signature in the Galileo energetic particle fluxes is t
he decrease in proton fluxes from ≈1745 to 1841 UT. It is te
mpting to think that the dropout is a propagating disturbanc
e which requires approximately 30 min to travel from geosy
nchronous orbit to Galileo’s position, but there are several 
arguments against this interpretation. Geosynchronous dro
pouts are generally believed to be temporal phenomena: the 
cross-tail current intensifies gradually and is reflected in the 
gradual decrease of fluxes. The diversion of the current into t
he ionosphere, the dipolarization of the field, and the return 
of the fluxes are abrupt. This is not the signature of a propag
ating disturbance. Furthermore, bursts of AKR and Pi"2s (th
e signatures of sudden field changes) were observed at both 1
811 and 1841 UT, indicating that they are separate events. 
We suggest that the geosynchronous dropout represents a sh
orter-duration (≈30 min) and more localized reconfiguration 
while the flux changes seen by Galileo are signatures of a lar
ger-scale and longer-duration change in the magnetosphere 
as discussed below.
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The field reconfiguration that produced the dropout at geo
synchronous orbit did not produce a dropout in the Galileo fl
uxes. However, from the magnetometer data (Figure 7) we kn
ow that Galileo was near the neutral sheet until ≈1748 UT so
 it is not clear that we would expect to see a dropout. After 1
748"UT, Galileo was north of the neutral sheet. The elevate
d electron fluxes measured by Galileo between 1748 and 181
1 UT were anticorrelated with the magnetic field strength. V
ariations in the fluxes during this interval may be due to a co
mbination of north-south motion of the tail, which causes a
n apparent motion of Galileo across electron and magnetic f
ield gradients along with variations in the intensity of the c
ross-tail current, which produced simultaneous changes at G
alileo and at geosynchronous orbit.

When the fluxes recovered at geosynchronous orbit at 18
11"UT, there was another burst of electrons at Galileo. Unli
ke the previous electron bursts this one was not anticorrelat
ed with the magnetic field strength and may have been a non
adiabatic injection of particles in the plasma sheet. Not onl
y was the magnetic field at Galileo not anticorrelated with th
e particle flux at 1811 UT, but it showed no perturbation at a
ll. In particular, it showed no dipolarization of the field whi
ch would be seen as a decrease in q. This implies that if we a
ssociate the return of the geosynchronous fluxes with a dipo
larization of the field then the dipolarization was limited eit
her to radial distances or to local times that did not include G
alileo’s position.

It is our interpretation that the geosynchronous dropout i
s a perturbation on a more global and long-duration reconfig
uration of the tail. Ignoring the two more dramatic dropouts 
seen by 1984-129 at geosynchronous orbit, we see that ther
e is an overall decline in fluxes of nearly 2 orders of magnitu
de between 1700 and 2000 UT. Until 1841 UT the Galileo pr
oton fluxes show a decline which is similar to that seen at g
eosynchronous orbit. If we ignore electron flux changes bet
ween 1748 and 1817 UT associated with the dropout interval
, then the Galileo electrons also decline at the same rate as t
he geosynchronous electrons. Figure 9 shows the period fro
m 1715 to 1845 UT in the same format as Figure 8 but with t
he Galileo electron fluxes multiplied by a constant factor of 
700 and the Galileo proton fluxes multiplied by a factor of 2
00. Figure 9 shows that, with the exception of the geosynch
ronous dropout interval, the fluxes measured by Galileo and 
by 1984-129 track one another quite closely. The very differ
ent orbital motions of the two spacecraft makes it highly un
likely that 1984-129’s longitudinal motion and Galileo’s ra
dial motion would produce such similar flux changes, so the 
changes were probably temporal.

Thus an interesting picture emerges from the comparison
 of the Galileo and geosynchronous fluxes during this interv
al. We interpret the gradual decline in fluxes seen by both sp
acecraft from ≈1700 to 1841 UT as evidence of a gradual rec
onfiguration of the entire tail field. The geosynchronous flu
xes continue to decline until nearly 2100 UT (Figure 5). (Th
e reason the Galileo fluxes do not decline after 1841 UT will 
be discussed in the next section.) Ignoring the shorter-term 
dropouts in the fluxes at 1984-129 (Figure 5), the overall de
cline of fluxes also looks very much like a growth phase, bu

t, it occurs over a 4-hour period, much longer than a typical 
growth phase. Corroborating evidence is that the magnetic f
ield strength measured by Galileo from ≈1800 to 1841 UT w
as more than twice the magnitude predicted by the Tsyganen
ko field model even in its most stressed configuration. [Ham
mond et al., 1992]. Abnormally high field strength is expec
ted during a growth phase when excess flux is loaded into th
e tail. Furthermore, at the end of that 4 hours (just after the d
ata stream from 1984-129 was interrupted) an approximatel
y 275-nT H"bay was seen in the Dixon magnetogram, and a
n injection was produced at geosynchronous orbit indicatin
g a more substantial substorm onset.

We interpret the shorter-term geosynchronous dropouts a
s fairly localized perturbations on the longer-term, global re
configuration. We have shown that the first dropout is consi
stent with plasma sheet thinning at geosynchronous orbit b
ut that the Galileo magnetometer and particle data show no s
ignatures that can be interpreted as thinning and subsequent 
dipolarization. Therefore the geosynchronous thinning mus
t be limited in radius or in local time. Which is the case can 
not be firmly established, but some evidence points to radia
l localization. Tixie Bay saw the same magnetic signatures a
s Dixon during the dropouts. At 1811 UT, Dixon was at a loc
al time of 2333, Tixie was at a local time of 0247, and Galil
eo was between the two.

A final point regarding this interval concerns the ratio of
 the fluxes measured at the two spacecraft. Ignoring the drop
out interval, the fluxes stay in proportion to one another wh
ich, confirms the presence of a radial gradient. For electrons
 with energies of ≈35 keV that ratio is 700, and for protons 
with energies of ≈100 keV the ratio is 200. When the dropo
ut itself is fully developed (≈1750-1811 UT), fluxes at Galil
eo and at geosynchronous orbit are approximately equal for 
both protons and electrons and for all measured energies. Fr
om the top panel of Figure 8 we see that even some of the flu
x variations seen by 1984-129 within the dropout appear to 
track with the flux variations seen by Galileo. At the time of
 the dropout, 1984-129 and Galileo were separated by about 
2 hours in local time, so even in the unlikely event that the 
field line connected to 1984-129 was distorted such that it m
apped to the same radial distance as Galileo, the two spacecr
aft probably sampled quite different places in the plasma she
et. This implies that energetic particle fluxes in the plasma 
sheet at distances of 13-15 RE may have been fairly uniform 
during this period while the thinning which produced the ge
osynchronous dropout was probably quite localized. This co
mparison highlights the difference between the plasma shee
t proper, where only small flux variations were observed, an
d the inner edge of the plasma sheet, where the flux variatio
ns were observed to be quite large.

Galileo Fluxes 1841-1917:30 UT

We have noted that at 1841 UT the characteristics of the f
luxes measured by Galileo changed abruptly. The observatio
n of AKR and Pi"2s (A. Roux and V. Angelopoulos, persona
l communication, 1992) and the Galileo magnetometer data 
(Figure"7) also indicate an abrupt change in the magnetic fi
eld at that time. Significantly, no dipolarization of the field 
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(decrease in q) was seen by Galileo, and only a slight dip in 
the electron fluxes was seen at geosynchronous orbit. There
fore we attribute the change in Galileo particle fluxes to a fie
ld reconfiguration which moved Galileo across the trapping 
boundary. The trapping boundaries are different for different 
energies, but because of the field reconfiguration, the Galile
o fluxes change at all energies simultaneously (e.g., Figure 
6).

From 1841 to 1917 UT the Galileo electron and proton fl
uxes fluctuated between levels comparable to those measured
 by 1984-129 and levels over an order of magnitude lower (F
igure 8). Comparison to the magnetometer data (Figure 7) ag
ain shows that the particle flux peaks occurred at times of m
agnetic field minimums. Therefore the particle flux variatio
ns were probably caused by field variations which moved th
e trapping boundary across Galileo. When the field strength 
decreased, the trapping region expanded, and Galileo measur
ed fluxes similar to those measured by 1984-129. Througho
ut this time 1984-129 remained within the trapping region a
nd measured little variation of flux other than the gradual dec
rease discussed above.

The fact that Galileo moved in and out of the trapping reg
ion at such a wide range of radial distances means either that 
Galileo was skimming the trapping boundary or that the tra
pping region was changing its size by several Earth radii in 
a matter of minutes. Figure 10 shows that the former is more
 plausible. Figure 10 is an enlargement of Figure 3, which s
hows the Galileo trajectory after 1847 UT along with the fie
ld lines predicted in the Tsyganenko model. We see that if th
e magnetic field were even more taillike than in the most str
etched Tsyganenko model then the Galileo trajectory would 
be nearly parallel to the field. Galileo magnetometer observ
ations confirm that the field was inclined to be nearly parall
el to the spacecraft trajectory. Therefore relatively small nor
th-south motions of the trapping region could cause the flux
 variations seen by Galileo. IMP 8 solar wind observations i
ndeed show that the solar wind was highly variable through
out the interval studied here [Saunders et al., 1992; Kivelson
 et al., 1993]. After 1917:30 UT, Galileo was inside geosyn
chronous orbit and did not encounter the trapping boundary 
again.

Closest Approach

At 1917:30 UT the fluxes of electrons measured by Galile
o and by 1984-129 were equal (Figure 8). Since Galileo meas
ured increasing fluxes and 1984-129 measured decreasing flu
xes one might think that this time was simply coincidental.
 But the fact that the fluxes crossed at the same time in six e
nergy channels from ≈30 to ≈300 keV gives us confidence t
hat the two spacecraft were, in fact, on the same drift shell at
 that time. (The proton fluxes are consistent with this concl
usion but have a greater uncertainty, as discussed above.)

This crossing time supports the conclusion that the mag
netic field at geosynchronous orbit was quite distorted. Fro
m Figure 10 we see that Galileo was at a radial distance of 6.
22 RE at 1917:30 UT and that, according to the Tsyganenko 
model, Galileo should have crossed the geosynchronous drif
t shell several minutes earlier. However, if, as we argued in t

he previous section, the trapping boundary (and hence the fi
eld lines) was distorted such that Galileo’s trajectory was ne
arly parallel to it, then it is quite believable that the point at
 which the fluxes were equal is the point at which the two sp
acecraft were on the same drift shell.

The closest approach is interesting not only for its geom
etry but also for its dynamics. At ≈1912 and ≈1913 UT, resp
ectively, the electron fluxes measured by Galileo and by 198
4-129 decreased as a change in the magnetic field moved the 
trapping boundary across both spacecraft. As the field beca
me more distorted and the inner plasma sheet became thinne
r, 1984-129 became magnetically connected to the lower flu
xes of the more distant plasma sheet again. In contrast, the 
Galileo fluxes increased. The dropout of fluxes measured by 
1984-129 is a temporal effect, while the increase of fluxes 
measured by Galileo is clearly the effect of crossing a spatia
l boundary. As soon as Galileo crossed the geosynchronous 
drift shell, it measured fluxes which were approximately equ
al to the fluxes measured by 1984-129 before the dropout. T
herefore Galileo entered a region which was affected by the l
arge-scale, long-duration flux decreases but was unaffected b
y the localized processes which produced the two more dram
atic geosynchronous dropouts.

Although we can again identify the geosynchronous drop
outs as time-dependent but spatially localized phenomena, t
here is again ambiguity as to the nature of this localization. 
The dropout region could have been localized in radius, in az
imuth, or in latitude. If the dropout region was limited only i
n radius, then it must have had a rather sharp inner boundary
. We have concluded that at 1917:30 when Galileo was at 6.
2 RE it was on the same magnetic shell as the geosynchrono
us spacecraft 1984-129. Just after that time, though, 1984-1
29 was in the dropout region but Galileo was not. Therefore 
at Galileo’s magnetic latitude the sharp boundary would hav
e had to be in the vicinity of 6.2 RE.

 Since the spacecraft were separated in local time by only
 2.5°, an azimuthal dependence alone would also imply an ex
tremely sharp boundary. The different latitudes (northern an
d southern hemispheres) of the two spacecraft relaxes these 
conditions somewhat. Even though Galileo was quite close t
o local midnight, there was a reasonably strong Y compone
nt to the magnetic field (Figure 7). The magnetic shear impli
ed could make the effective azimuthal separation of the two s
pacecraft somewhat larger. In addition, the substantial devia
tion of the field from its nominal shape makes the difference
 in effective radius between the two spacecraft more ambiguo
us.

Finally, it is interesting to note that the long-duration c
hanges, which we have argued are more global, appear to aff
ect even the region well inside geosynchronous orbit. From 
Figure 8 we see that the fluxes measured by Galileo at the pe
ak of the radiation belts (≈1945 UT) are actually lower than t
he fluxes measured at geosynchronous orbit at 1700 UT, pri
or to the long flux decrease.

Conclusions

We have examined energetic particle data during the Galil
eo Earth"1 flyby on December 8, 1990. Between 1700 and 2
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000"UT, Galileo’s trajectory made a radial cut through the n
ear-Earth plasma sheet in the midnight sector, while the geo
synchronous spacecraft 1984-129 made an azimuthal pass t
hrough the same region. During this period a series of energ
etic particle dropouts were observed. The first of these bega
n at approximately 1730 UT and lasted approximately 40"m
in. The last observed dropout event ended just prior to 2100 
UT.

Our analysis supports the association of geosynchronou
s flux dropouts with the thinning of the near-Earth plasma s
heet. The dropouts occurred in the midnight local time secto
r during a period of weak substorm activity. Both protons an
d electrons of all measured energies were affected simultaneo
usly, consistent with the interpretation that the dropouts are
 caused by a magnetic field reconfiguration. An analysis of t
he symmetry axis of the geosynchronous electron distributi
on also confirms a rotation of the field direction toward a m
ore taillike geometry at the beginning of the first dropout e
vent. We suggest that as the field became more distorted the 
trapping boundary moved across the geosynchronous space
craft, which became magnetically connected to the more dist
ant plasma sheet. A comparison of the levels of energetic el
ectron and proton fluxes at Galileo shows that the fluxes wer
e consistently lower tailward of geosynchronous orbit, conf
irming the expected particle flux gradient.

We also found, though, that the reconfiguration of the tai
l occurred on two separate spatial and temporal scales. The g
eosynchronous dropouts which are commonly associated wi
th the growth phase of substorms occurred during periods of 
only weak ground auroral magnetic activity. They also appe
ar to be quite localized in azimuth and/or radius. During the f
irst geosynchronous dropout, Galileo at 13-15 RE observed 
only an apparent motion of the tail which varied the magnet
ic field strength and the energetic electron fluxes. At 1811 U
T the fluxes recovered at geosynchronous orbit. Such abrupt 
recoveries are typically associated with substorm onset. The
 observation of AKR and Pi"2s also indicates an impulsive c
hange in the magnetic field, but no impulsive field change (
such as dipolarization of the field) was observed by Galileo. 
Hence the changes in the plasma sheet proper appear to be 
much less dramatic than those at geosynchronous orbit duri
ng this dropout.

During the second geosynchronous dropout, Galileo and 
1984-129 were in remarkably close proximity. Nevertheles
s, as the dropout intensified at the location of 1984-129, Ga
lileo moved into an undisturbed part of the geosynchronous 
region. Although the distortion of the magnetic field and th
e longitudinal separation of the two spacecraft relax the con
straints on spatial localization somewhat, the fact that the s
pacecraft were separated by 0.4 RE and 2.5° azimuth at close
st approach still argues for a high degree of spatial structure.
 Although a high degree of spatial structure has been observ
ed in the more distant tail [e.g., Kivelson et al., 1993; Lin e
t al., 1991] and in the injection of particles at substorm ons
et [e.g., Lopez et al., 1988; Reeves et al., 1992], this is, to 
our knowledge, the first report of such localization for subst
orm dropouts at geosynchronous orbit. This result does not 
appear to be consistent with the common belief that dropout

s are caused by the intensification of a large-scale cross-tail 
current.

The feature in our data which would be more consistent wi
th the expected signature of intensification of the cross-tail 
current is the gradual decrease of fluxes over the 4-hour inter
val from ≈1700 to ≈2100 UT. Although this is much longer 
than the time scale for a typical substorm growth phase, so
me of our observations support that interpretation. The lon
g term flux decrease was more global than the geosynchrono
us dropouts. Between 1715 and 1841 UT (with the exception
 of the dropout itself) the fluxes at Galileo decrease at the sa
me rate as the fluxes at geosynchronous orbit. During that s
ame time the magnetic field strength in the plasma sheet wa
s more than double its expected value indicating excess flux 
in the tail. Also, shortly after 2100 UT, there was an injecti
on at geosynchronous orbit and the Dixon magnetometer re
corded the onset of a moderate substorm bay. The geosynchr
onous dropouts appear to be perturbations on this unusually 
long “growth phase.” They are more local, they are not foll
owed by substorm injections, and they are associated only w
ith very weak ground magnetic signatures.

We were also able to identify the spatial regions sampled
 by the Galileo spacecraft and to distinguish spatial variatio
ns from temporal changes. From 1700 to 1841 UT, Galileo 
measured gradually decreasing fluxes in the plasma sheet. W
e have identified this as a temporal change affecting the enti
re tail. The bursts of electrons seen by Galileo during the ge
osynchronous dropout are anticorrelated with the magnetic f
ield intensity and appear to be caused by a north-south moti
on of the magnetotail. The exception was the small burst of 
electrons seen by Galileo at the time of the geosynchronous
 recovery, which was not accompanied by a change in the m
agnetic field. 

During the first geosynchronous dropout the fluxes meas
ured by Galileo and by 1984-129 were nearly equal. It is hig
hly unlikely that the two spacecraft were magnetically conn
ected. This may indicate that the plasma sheet in the region 
of 13-15 RE contained relatively spatially uniform fluxes of 
energetic particles during this interval.

At 1841 UT there was a second impulsive change in the 
magnetic field accompanied by AKR and Pi"2s. This time G
alileo observed the effects, but 1918-129 was affected very l
ittle. The reorganization of the field abruptly changed the si
ze of the trapping boundary, and Galileo became immersed i
n it. The variations in particle flux seen by Galileo after that
 suggest that the trapping boundary was shaped such that Ga
lileo’s trajectory was nearly parallel to it. This implies a su
bstantial distortion of the magnetic field in the vicinity of g
eosynchronous orbit into a much more taillike configuratio
n than that predicted by standard models. This is consistent 
both with previous studies [e.g., Kaufmann, 1987] and with 
our observation of the location of Galileo when it crossed th
e geosynchronous drift shell. The final transition from the t
rapping boundary region into the stable trapping region occ
urred, not because of a change in the magnetic field, but beca
use of the orbital motion of the spacecraft. In fact, the obser
vations of 1984-129 show that the magnetic field was chan
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ging in such a way as to move Galileo out of the trapping re
gion.

The fortuitous configuration of spacecraft during the Gali
leo Earth"1 flyby highlights the value of multispacecraft st
udies of the magnetosphere for resolving temporal and spati
al phenomena. It also reinforces the view that magnetosphe
ric substorms can be not only quite complex, but also quite 
varied in their manifestation.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. The Galileo Earth"1 Flyby trajectory in the GSE X-Y and X-Z pl
anes. Dots are plotted on top of the trajectory curve for each hour fro
m 0100 to 2400 UT.

Fig. 2. The trajectories of Galileo and geosynchronous spacecraft 
1984-129. Positions are marked for each hour from 1700 to 2000 UT.
 Galileo made a nearly radial pass through the midnight sector while 
1984-129 made an azimuthal pass. At approximately 1917:30 UT, Ga
lileo crossed the geosynchronous orbit within 2.5° longitude of the pos
ition of 1984-129.

Fig. 3. The Galileo trajectory plotted as a function of Z-GSM and radi
us (X2+Y2+Z2)1/2. In this coordinate system 1984-129 is nearly moti
onless over this 3-hour period. Also shown are the magnetic field line
s connected to 1984-129 as predicted by the Tsyganenko [1989] mod
el for conditions of Kp=0 (quiet), Kp=2 (moderate), and Kp>4+ (distu
rbed) geomagnetic conditions. Although 1984-129 was in the souther
n hemisphere and Galileo was in the northern hemisphere, they were 
at nearly conjugate magnetic latitudes.

Fig. 4. A schematic of the relationship between plasma sheet thinning 
and energetic particle dropouts. Three field lines connected to the sp
acecraft at times of various amounts of plasma sheet thinning are sho
wn. Thinning of the plasma sheet produces a local rotation of the fiel
d measured by a satellite off the equator and a mapping of the field li
ne passing through the satellite to a location further downtail. When a
n earthward gradient of energetic particle fluxes exists, the change in
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 mapping produces a decrease in the measured energetic particle flu
xes.

Fig. 5. Selected energy channels from the three geosynchronous spac
ecraft 1989-046, 1987-097, and 1984-129. The energies which are pl
otted and the spacecraft IDs are in the upper right corner of each plo
t. Local time is shown above each plot, and universal time is shown a
cross the bottom. Spacecraft 1984-129 observed a series of flux drop
outs and recoveries as it passed through the midnight sector. Relativel
y little activity was observed by 1987-097, which was in the premidni
ght sector, or by 1989-046, which was in the morning sector, where a
ny injected electrons would be expected to be seen.

Fig. 6. The Galileo LEMMS electron fluxes for 1700-2000 UT. Highl
y variable fluxes were measured prior to 1917 UT as Galileo observe
d both spatial and temporal variations. After 1917 UT Galileo was ins
ide geosynchronous orbit passing through the radiation belts, and smo
oth flux profiles were observed.

Fig. 7. Data from the UCLA magnetometer on Galileo . All three com
ponents of the magnetic field, its magnitude, and the colatitude angle 
of the field (q) are shown. After 1900 UT the data are plotted on a se
cond, compressed scale given to the right. The two scales allow both 
small- and large-amplitude variations to be seen.

Fig. 8. A comparison of geosynchronous (shaded line) and Galileo (s
olid line) fluxes. Electrons are shown in the top panel and protons are
 shown in the bottom panel. For electrons the Galileo LEMMS and 19
84-129 CPA instruments had very similar energy bands, so a direct fl
ux comparison can be made. For protons, three energy bands from th
e 1984-129 CPA instrument have been added together to show the flu
x from 72-125 keV which can be compared with the Galileo LEMMS
 fluxes from 65 to 120 keV. Galileo crossed the geosynchronous drift 
shell at 1917:30 UT when the electron fluxes measured by the two sp
acecraft were equal.

Fig. 9. A comparison of geosynchronous and Galileo fluxes from 171
5 to 1845 UT in the same format as Figure 8. The Galileo electron flu
xes have been multiplied by a factor of 700, and the proton fluxes by 
a factor of 200. With the exception of the geosynchronous dropout int
erval, the Galileo fluxes decrease at the same rate as the geosynchro
nous fluxes.

Fig. 10. An enlargement of Figure 3 showing the period of closest app
roach and the field lines predicted by the Tsyganenko model. At 1917
:30 UT when the fluxes at Galileo and 1984-129 were equal, Galileo 
was slightly inside 6.6 RE and equatorward of the conjugate point to 1
984-129 (defined as the point where the three field lines intersect in t
he northern hemisphere).
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